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Introduction 

 
The South Saskatchewan Regional Plan (SSRP) is a 10-year plan, approved in September 2014, that considers “the 

cumulative effects of all activities and improves integration across the economic, environmental and social pillars.”1 

The SSRP:  

 Establishes a long-term vision for the region 

 Aligns provincial policies at the regional level to balance Alberta’s economic, environmental and social goals  

 Reflects ongoing commitment to engage Albertans, including aboriginal peoples, in land-use planning 

 Uses a cumulative effects management approach to balance economic development opportunities and social and 

environmental considerations  

 Sets desired economic, environmental and social outcomes and objectives for the region  

 Describes the strategies, actions, approaches and tools required to achieve the desired outcomes and objectives  

 Establishes monitoring, evaluation and reporting commitments to assess progress  

 Provides guidance to provincial and local decision-makers regarding land use management for the region 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The SSRP has 122 implementing strategies under eight broad intended outcomes. As a means of assessing the level of 

progress made towards achieving the outcomes, various core and additional indicators are identified and regularly monitored, 

evaluated and reported on by the Land Use Secretariat. This report focuses on contributions to SSRP strategic outcomes by 

Alberta Agriculture Forestry and Rural Economic Development (AFRED). Accordingly, only those strategies relevant to 

Agriculture are included in this report.  

CHANGES TO REPORTING 

The department is assessing how to optimize regional planning reporting. It is important to have relevant reporting that 

balances data collection (the “what”) and information needs (the “so what”) to inform future decisions and future planning. This 

report will provide a bridge between previous and future reporting and allow time to gather insight from both information 

providers and users to find an optimal balance.  

                                                           

1 Source: https://www.alberta.ca/south-saskatchewan-regional-planning.aspx  

LUF Vision

•Robust growth, vibrant 
communities and a healthy 
environment within the region 
over the next 50 years. The LUF 
Regional plans provide 10-year 
strategic direction to each 
region.

SSRP Vision

•Southern Alberta is a diverse, 
healthy, vibrant and prosperous 
region where the natural 
beauty of the region is 
managed so that citizens feel 
connected to the land and its 
history.

https://open.alberta.ca/publications/9781460118634
https://www.alberta.ca/south-saskatchewan-regional-planning.aspx
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Structure of South Saskatchewan Regional Plan 

 

Map of the South Saskatchewan Region 
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Major Government of Alberta initiatives that support the SSRP 

1. The Government of Alberta (GOA) delivers various initiatives, while not specifically associated with the SSRP, also 

contribute to the outcomes of the SSRP. The Canadian Agricultural Partnership (The Partnership, 2018 - 2023) is the 

current Federal-Provincial-Territorial Policy Framework aimed at generating economic growth in the agricultural 

sector and delivering the greatest benefits for farmers, food processors and Canadian families. CAP enables Alberta 

to implement various agricultural programs on a cost-shared basis with the Government of Canada. Under this 

framework, each province or 

territory designs unique 

programs within the priorities 

agreed upon in the multilateral 

framework and bilateral 

agreement with the federal 

government. This initiative 

provides a funding source2 for 

AFRED to support various 

initiatives that contribute to LUF 

and SSRP outcomes.  

2. In 2019, the Government of 

Alberta implemented the Red 

Tape Reduction (RTR) initiative. 

This initiative supports “reducing 

costs and regulatory burden for 

businesses, while making it 

easier for Albertans to access 

government programs and services”3. 

3. Alberta’s Ag Sector Strategy (part of the Alberta Recovery Plan) is a strategy that support creating jobs, building 

infrastructure and diversifying Alberta’s economy by building on strengths to attract investment.4   

4. AFRED’s Irrigation Strategy provides direction to excel in five key areas: productivity, efficiency, conservation, water 

supply and environmental stewardship.  

 

These four complementary initiatives support the SSRP’s outcomes and strategies, and are referenced throughout this report.  

 

 

 

 

                                                           
2 The CAP Framework delivers on the fiscal year calendar; therefore, results reported in this report will reflect the fiscal 
calendar as well. This means the CAP results presented include the 2018-2019, 2019-2020, and 2020-2021 program delivery 
years.  
3 Source: Red Tap Reduction Implementation  

4 Source: Alberta’s Recovery Plan 

Investment in Agriculture Research 

 

In 2020, the Government of Alberta launched Results Driven Agriculture Research, an arms-length organization that 

provides an opportunity to engage in producer-led research to meet the needs of Alberta’s innovative agriculture sector. It 

partners with numerous levels of government and industry to fund agricultural research. 

SSRP

Irrigation 
Strategy

Canadian 
Agricultural 
Partnership

Red Tape 
Reduction

Alberta's 
Recovery 

Plan 

https://cap.alberta.ca/CAP/AboutUs
https://www.alberta.ca/cut-red-tape.aspx
https://www.alberta.ca/cut-red-tape.aspx
https://open.alberta.ca/dataset/27b15abd-0f96-4e6b-8ea5-8b0b4f2ec797/resource/0f6a4f8d-44d0-44a4-81e0-7bdfcb06f4b1/download/tbf-albertas-recovery-plan-2020.pdf
https://open.alberta.ca/dataset/749d1022-74a5-4779-9c33-b57fcd05109c/resource/45061279-1f9c-4df4-bcfb-b77479de4355/download/6734585-2014-albertas-irrigation-strategy-future-2014-06-03.pdf
https://www.alberta.ca/red-tape-reduction-implementation-act.aspx#jumplinks-0
https://www.alberta.ca/recovery-plan.aspx
https://rdar.ca/
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Agriculture and Forestry’s 2020 Contributions to the SSRP 

Outcome 1: The region’s economy is growing and diversified 

Strategic Direction: Sustainable development wherein economic development takes into account environmental sustainability 

and social outcomes 

STRATEGY 1.1 MAINTAIN AN AGRICULTURAL LAND BASE BY REDUCING THE FRAGMENTATION AND 

CONVERSION OF AGRICULTURAL LAND 

 

AFRED provides agricultural land fragmentation and conversion tracking to the Land Use Secretariat as part of our ongoing 

commitment to track key indicators for land use planning. Understanding where and how much agriculture land is lost to 

conversion and fragmentation is important information to all stakeholders. This is tracked province-wide as well as by region. 

 

 

 

 

Tracking the conversion and fragmentation of agricultural lands is important to inform policy performance, municipal planning, 

and identify areas of future vulnerability or opportunity so that appropriate mechanisms or policy tools may be implemented to 

ensure the LUF and SSRP goals are kept in sight.  

-1

-0.5

0

0.5

1

1.5

2

LSRS2 LSRS3 LSRS4 LSRS5 LSRS6 LSRS7

Conversion: Net gains/losses (% change) of Agriculture land by 
Land Classification (2011-2019)

South Sask Region Alberta

-4000 -2000 0 2000 4000 6000 8000

>240ac

160-240ac

80-159ac

10-79ac

South Sask Region Alberta

Fragmentation: Change in Parcel Size Distribution 2011-2019 

https://www.alberta.ca/fragmentation-and-conversion-of-agricultural-land.aspx
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Municipalities have a crucial role in managing and mitigating fragmentation and conversion of agricultural land. Provincial Land 

Use Policies are replaced and strengthened by strategies in the regional plan. Under the SSRP, municipalities are expected 

(vs just encouraged) to identify agricultural lands and limit fragmentation and conversion.  

STRATEGY 1.2 SUPPORT A DIVERSE AND INNOVATIVE IRRIGATED AGRICULTURE AND AGRI-FOOD SECTOR 

A strong irrigation infrastructure provides reliable support for 

food, feed and bio-industrial production, and agri-food 

processing plants in the region.  

Since 1969, AFRED has provided annual grant funding to 

irrigation districts for irrigation infrastructure rehabilitation. 

This funding supports the replacement of end-of-life 

infrastructure, often with enhanced technology, such as 

replacement of open channel canals with more efficient 

buried pipelines for conveying water from source to 

individual fields. 

AFRED’s Irrigation Strategy (2014) provides direction to 

decision-makers, identifies targets and reports on progress 

on irrigation efficiencies in Alberta. Collaborating with 

Alberta’s 13 Irrigation Districts, it supports progress towards 

targets for improved irrigation in Alberta. Irrigation Strategy 

is companion to and supports the goals of the SSRP. 

 

More detailed information on Alberta’s Irrigation Strategy Measures reporting, can be found here. 

AFRED’s achievements under the Irrigation Strategy are also supported by CAP programming through funding for improving 

practices and infrastructure. The CAP Irrigation Efficiency Program helps irrigation producers improve their energy and water 

usage by using efficient on-farm irrigation equipment. In 2020-2021 the CAP Program supported 151 different grants for a 

total approved amount of $1,506,000.00.  These grants supported achieving water savings of almost 5 million cubic meters, 

electricity savings of 1,040 megawatt-hours, and natural gas savings of 15,445 gigajoules. These savings equate to avoiding 

1,417 tons per year of greenhouse gas in carbon dioxide equivalents. 

Results

2025 
Targets

2020-2021 
Progress

Irrigation 
Productivity

18kg/m3 

Productivity of 
potatoes and 
sugarbeets

17.5 kg/m3 

Productivity of 
potatoes and 
sugarbeets

Irrigation 
Efficiency

85% 

Efficiency

84.3% 

Efficiency

Irrigation 
Conversion

5925 kms of 
pipeline

4454 kms of 
pipeline

Irrigation 
Area

615,000 
hectares

605,749 
hectares

SSRP Production Insight 

 The South Saskatchewan Region: 

 Contains 97 per cent of Alberta’s total 

irrigated lands, and almost 65 per cent of 

Canada’s.  

 Is highly diversified, growing more than 50 

different crops  

 Contributes up to 20 per cent of Alberta’s 

agricultural gross domestic product.  

https://www.alberta.ca/irrigation-strategy.aspx
https://open.alberta.ca/dataset/1ee62dc0-e5ef-4492-8a3f-5e47ba10f131/resource/5c173c95-d4be-4ec4-8254-5415e704e676/download/af-albertas-irrigation-a-strategy-for-the-future-2020-21-strategy-measures.pdf
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In 2020 and 2021, AFRED partnered with the Canada Infrastructure Bank and nine irrigation districts to invest in infrastructure 

modernization and additional off-stream water storage capacity. AFRED’s contribution is a grant equal to 30 per cent of the 

total investment of $933 million, to be invested in infrastructure over seven years.  

STRATEGY 1.3 MAXIMIZE OPPORTUNITIES FOR VALUE-ADDED AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS 

AFRED’s CAP program delivered three Products, Market Growth and Diversification (PMGD) themed programs focused on 

helping Alberta-based agri-processors (including food and bio-industrial processors, producers adding value past primary 

production, and agri-based businesses) expand their operations.  

The Products to Markets, Value-Added Products to Markets, and Emerging Opportunities programs help applicants develop 

new products, access new markets, and/or expand their businesses. In 2020-2021 these programs supported 18 projects in 

the SSR investing a total of $1,515,900.00. Below is a breakdown between the programs.  

 

 

As part of Alberta’s Recovery Plan, the Agri-food Sector Investment and Growth Strategy established targets to build on the 

agriculture sector’s existing strengths to capitalize on opportunities for growth, including attracting more than $1.4 billion in 

new investment and creating 2,000 new jobs by 2023. 

 

Alberta
•From April 2019 to March 2021, AFRED facilitated the investment 

of $886 million in agri-food sector investments related to 105 
projects, which will lead to the creation of 2,218 jobs. 

SSR
•In total to date, these investments supported 58 

projects within the South Saskatchewan Region, 
with a combined investment value of $522 million 
that will lead to the creation of 931 jobs.

8

8

2

Total Number of Projects 
Funded in SSR

Products to Market

Value-Added Products to Market

Emerging Opportunities & Agri-Processing

$665,000 

$200,900 

$650,000 

Total Approved Project Dollars 
in SSR 

Products to Market

Value-Added Products to Market

Emerging Opportunities & Agri-Processing
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Investments within the region were made in the priority sectors of canola crushing/refining, grain processing, greenhouse 
production, plant protein, food and beverage processing and other emerging sectors. AFRED’s approach combines a unique 
blend of expertise, specialized facilities, product and process development, interim processing, business incubation, and 
business services in a centre of excellence model to foster growth and diversification in the agri -food sector.  

Supporting Industry Response to COVID-19 Pandemic 

The Agriculture Training Support (ATS) Program delivered through the Partnership, provided support to agricultural and 

horticultural businesses and services to help address the impacts of COVID-19. The program provided grants in fiscal 2020-

2021 to eligible employers to offset the costs of training and ensure safety protocols for new employees hired from the 

available domestic labour pool. The program ended March 31, 2021. 

 The program provided $805,919.24 in total funding across Alberta to support 405 new hires. Of the 405 jobs 

created, 176 were for meat cutting positions. 

 

STRATEGY 1.4 SUPPORT AND RECOGNIZE THE CONTRIBUTION OF LOCAL PRODUCTION FOR ALBERTA’S 

AGRICULTURE, AGRI-FOOD AND AGRIPRODUCT SECTORS. 
 
Cutting Red Tape 5 

In 2020-21 AFRED completed 30 Red Tape Reduction (RTR) projects. These projects were provincial in scope; however, the 

results also affect and support the South Saskatchewan Region (SSR). The following are a few highlights: 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
5 Source: https://www.alberta.ca/cut-red-tape.aspx 

South Saskatchewan Region Agri-food Sector Investment and Growth Strategy 
Achievements in 2020-2021 

 

There were 35 projects were within the South Saskatchewan region, with a combined 

investment value of $145 million. 
These investments will lead to the creation of 559 jobs. 

Marketing of 

Agricultural Products 

Act 

Improved processing time and allows Marketing Boards and Commissions to 

respond to the needs of producers and their organizations more quickly 

Removal of Fusarium 

from Pest & Nuisance 

Control Regulations 

Support the competitiveness of Alberta seed growers and cereal producers by 

providing enhanced access to new seed varieties and more research 

opportunities and provides flexibility and innovation in use of best management 

practices.  

Agricultural 

Operation Practice 

Act 

Provides greater flexibility and clarity to operators, enabling them to take 

advantage of market opportunities and reduces regulatory burden. 

https://www.alberta.ca/cut-red-tape.aspx
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Alberta’s Local Food Industry 

To promoting Alberta’s local food producers and support the 

Province’s local food industry, AFRED introduced Supporting 

Alberta’s Local Food Sector Act, 2018. AFRED supports growing local 

food by designating a local food week that occurs each year during 

the third week of August. Farmer’s Markets also play an important 

role in advancing agriculture at a local level.  

 

Alberta Approved Farmers’ Markets  

AFRED has managed and administered the Alberta Approved Farmers’ Market Program since 1974. The program provides an 

operational framework that gives direction and 

guidance to those markets choosing to be a part of it. 

Through an application process and ongoing 

monitoring, AFRED ensures that approved farmers’ 

markets meet minimum public operational standards.  

Individual markets are encouraged to set standards 

over and above the minimums by incorporating best 

practices and keeping up with their established 

values.  

 

 

 

 

Provincially (vs regionally), 2020 was an unusual market year due to the COVID-19 pandemic. There was a significant 
decrease in the number of market days even though overall market numbers increased. Markets were allowed to operate 
throughout the pandemic because they provided an outlet to purchase essential products. However, many markets either 
chose to remain closed for the 2020 market season or were unable to operate because their facility was closed and they were 
unable to secure an alternate location. Many markets that did operate delayed opening while they developed enhanced safety 
protocols. Some of vendors in each market were also affected by the pandemic due to public health guidelines. In contrast, in 
the SSR, new farmers markets formed which resulted in a net gain of markets in 2020. 
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In 2021 Local Food Week ran from August 8 

-15, 2021. Open Farm Days were August 14 

and 15 

AFRED staff provide resources and training for new and existing 

farmers’ market managers, boards and vendors throughout the 

Province, sharing regulatory, business and best practice 

information to assist the markets and vendors in becoming more 

successful. 

https://albertaopenfarmdays.ca/
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Domestic and International Market Analysis 

AFRED provides trade and market analysis in support of domestic and international market opportunities . An example of trade 

issues and how they may impact Alberta’s agriculture industry is included in Table 1.0: 

Trade issue Impact on Alberta’s agriculture industry  

1. Country of Origin Labelling 

(COOL) 

 If COOL for beef and pork becomes law in the US again, Alberta’s 

cattle and hog industry would be impacted by the resultant drop in 
cattle and hog prices. 

 In 2015 Canada won a World Trade Organization trade dispute 
that led the US Congress to repeal COOL. 

2. Canada-U.S Dairy Issues   The dairy trade dispute with the US is not expected to have a 
significant impact on Alberta. In the past 5 years (2016-2020), 
Alberta’s dairy imports from the US were on average less than 2 
per cent of Canada’s total.  

3. Canada- China Meat and Canola 

Restrictions 
 Exports to China (including beef and canola seed) are growing, 

but continued trade restrictions of some Canadian companies (for 
canola and beef) limits the growth potential of Alberta’s 
agricultural exports. 

4. India’s pulse trade restrictions   The ongoing pulse crops trade restriction in India has created 
unpredictability in Alberta’s pulse crops exports.  

5. Free Trade Agreement (FTA) 

Negotiations 

 

 In coordination with the department of Jobs Economy and 
Innovation (JEI), AFRED provides technical input to federal trade 
negotiators to make sure Canada’s trade agreements reflect 
Alberta’s trade interests.  

 Current focus is on trade negotiations with Indonesia, United 

Kingdom (UK) and India.  

 

STRATEGY 1.5 SUPPORT AND ENHANCE THE NEXT GENERATION OF AGRICULTURAL, FOOD AND RURAL 

ENTREPRENEURS. 

Green Certificate program 

The Green Certificate Program (GCP) facilitates the entrance of secondary school graduates either directly into the agriculture 

workforce or into post-secondary agricultural studies. The GCP focuses on workforce development in the primary agriculture 

production sector. The program assists in the development of a skilled, safe and trained agricultural labour workforce. 

 

In 2020-2021, there were 121 Green Certificate Program Completions by students in the SSR.  
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https://www.alberta.ca/green-certificate-program.aspx
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STRATEGY 1.6 ENCOURAGE THE USE OF VOLUNTARY MARKET-BASED INSTRUMENTS FOR ECOSYSTEM 

SERVICES AND TO POTENTIALLY DIVERSIFY THE AGRICULTURAL ECONOMY. 

The following highlight some of the market-based instruments that the government supports to help promote private land 

stewardship. 

Agricultural Carbon Offsets - Conservation Cropping Protocol 

The Government of Alberta (GoA) supports a Carbon Offset Program that includes the Conservation Cropping Protocol . 

Although the protocol expires on December 31, 2021, in 2020, there were 48,470 tonnes of carbon captured within the Dryland 

Prairie (which represents much of the SSR) and the value of this captured carbon totals approximately $41,200.00 in returns 

between participating farmers.  

Alternative Land Use Services 

In 2020/2021 the CAP Environmental Stewardship and Climate Change 

Producer Program supported the Alternative Land Use Services (ALUS) by 

providing ALUS Canada’s Western Hub nearly $450,000, which benefits 

all 13 ALUS communities, including communities in the SSR: Rocky View 

County, Wheatland County and Vulcan County.  

AFRED works with ALUS Partnership Advisory Committees and municipal 

ALUS coordinators to develop conservation prioritization tools. These tools 

provide decision support for ecosystem services projects. AFRED also 

provides training to enable the extension of these tools as ALUS expands 

in the Province. Click here to learn more about ALUS initiatives in Alberta.  

Life Cycle Assessment 

AFRED continues to support industry Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) sustainability initiatives with the Canadian Roundtable for 

Sustainable Beef and Alberta Beef Producers, Pulse Canada and the Canadian Hemp Trade Alliance. Click here for more 

information on LCA. 

Environmental Farm Plan 

AFRED provides funding to support delivering of environmental farm plans (EFP) in Alberta. An EFP is a voluntary 

assessment of on-farm environmental risks and helps identify actions to mitigate those risk areas. The EFP started in 2003 in 

Alberta as an industry-driven initiative with support from government.   Since 2013, the Agricultural Research and Extension 

Council of Alberta (ARECA) delivers EFPs in Alberta. Today there are 853 EFPs in the South Saskatchewan Region. Please 

note that the data points from early years may have missing data due to inconsistent data collection procedures. 
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ALUS 

“Helping farmers and ranchers build 

nature-based solutions on their land, to 

sustain agriculture and biodiversity for the 

benefit of communities and future 

generations.” 

https://alus.ca/home/communities/#alberta
https://www.alberta.ca/life-cycle-assessment-in-agriculture.aspx
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The adoption of EFPs tends to be influenced by Federal, Provincial and Territorial agriculture grant programs (i.e. CAP). An 

EFP certificate is required to be eligible to participate in these cost-share incentive programs. The increase in EFP 

completions and/or renewals correlates with grant funding schedules.    

Most recently, in 2020, EFP completed a habitat management chapter to the platform. This chapter will support producers in 

identifying risks to habitat and tools to support maintaining biodiversity. 

STRATEGY 1.9 PROMOTE AND REMOVE BARRIERS TO NEW INVESTMENTS IN RENEWABLE ENERGY (WIND, 
BIOFUELS, SOLAR, HYDRO) PRODUCTION 

 The CAP: Environmental Stewardship and Climate Change Programs developing new renewable energy, particularly 

solar production. In 2020-2021 there were 14 grants for the total of $158,000 invested in the SSR 

STRATEGY 1.10 INVEST IN THE DEVELOPMENT, DEMONSTRATION AND DEPLOYMENT OF RENEWABLE AND 

ALTERNATIVE ENERGY TECHNOLOGIES TARGETED TO IMPROVE ALBERTA’S OVERALL ENERGY 

EFFICIENCY. THIS WILL INCLUDE SUPPORT FOR THE APPLICATION OF NEW TECHNOLOGIES AND SUPPORT 

ONGOING RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT IN PARTNERSHIP WITH OTHER INSTITUTIONS 

 In 2019-2020 fiscal year, the CAP: Grain Handling and Dryer Program was developed to support increasing energy 

efficiencies in grain handling and drying. In 2020-2021, the program supported 11 grants for a total of $120,500 to 

support improving energy efficiencies in the SSR 

 

Outcome 3: Biodiversity and ecosystem function are sustained with shared stewardship 

Strategic Direction:  On private lands, the contributions of landowners for their stewardship and conservation efforts on private 

lands are recognized 

AFRED supports key research projects to advance understanding of biodiversity and ecosystem function. This understanding 

enables evidence-based decision-making to inform producer adoption of practices supporting private land stewardship. Two 

such projects that were initiated in 2020 include: 

Beneficial insects in Prairie crops: quantifying the value and vulnerability of biological pest control (2020 – 2022) 

The project’s main objective is to provide farmers with information on the value and vulnerability of beneficial insects. 

This project focuses on the economic and ecological contributions of biocontrol by beneficial insects. In the end, the projec t will 

provide an assessment of the economic value of beneficial insects and the direct or indirect effects of insecticides. The project 

outcomes will also include a summary of the time of year and the growth stage of crops when beneficial insects are active and 

vulnerable to insecticide use, emphasizing wheat and canola. This information may be used to develop models of selected 

beneficial insects to predict critical times of vulnerability in different Prairie locations. Click here to learn more about this 

project. 

Insect biodiversity and pest management in perennial grass and legume seed production (2020 - 2022) 

The main objective of this project is to provide crop farmers with information on insect biodiversity and pest management in 

perennial grass and legume seed production systems. The project will characterize the seasonal distribution and diversity of 

insects in perennial stands of commercial grass and clover grown for seed in the Peace River region. In addition, the project 

will assess the increased presence and control methods for emerging pests insects causing damage in grass and legume 

seed production. 

 

https://www.albertaefp.com/about/blog/recent/new-tools-to-understand-natural-habitats-on-farmland-129/
https://albertawheat.com/our-programs/research/awc-funded-research/beneficial-insects-in-prairie-crops-quantifying-the-value-and-vulnerability-of-biological-pest-control
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STRATEGY 3.15. ENCOURAGE AND SUPPORT THE CONTINUED STEWARDSHIP OF ALBERTA’S PRIVATE LANDS THROUGH 

THE DEVELOPMENT AND PILOTING OF REGIONALLY APPROPRIATE CONSERVATION TOOLS. THESE TOOLS MAY INCLUDE 

EXPLORING MARKET-BASED OPTIONS, VOLUNTARY CONSERVATION EASEMENTS AND THE PROVISION OF OTHER 

GOVERNMENT AND/OR PRIVATE SECTOR INCENTIVES THAT ASSIST IN ACHIEVING ENVIRONMENTAL OUTCOMES. THIS 

WILL BE DONE WITHIN THE PROVINCIAL APPROACH FOR MANAGEMENT OF ECOSYSTEM SERVICES 
 

 AFRED is currently supporting Alberta Environment and Parks with learnings from the previously reported South East 

Alberta Conservation Offset Pilot (SEACOP) (completed in 2015) to inform development of a provincial conservation 

offset policy framework.   

 AFRED continues to explore and collaborate on voluntary and market-based opportunities that support private land 

stewardship.  

 Twenty-one new Conservation Easements were registered in the SSR in 2020. 

 

STRATEGY 3.17. DEVELOP AND FACILITATE THE CONTINUED VOLUNTARY ADOPTION OF BENEFICIAL MANAGEMENT 

PRACTICES THAT DEMONSTRATE AGRICULTURE AND AGRI-FOOD SECTOR COMMITMENT TO ENVIRONMENTAL 

STEWARDSHIP. 

CAP: Environmental Stewardship and Climate Change – Producer Program  

The CAP Environmental Stewardship and Climate Change - Producer Grant Program (2018-2023) is a producer-focused, 

voluntary grant program that shares the cost with the producers in adopting BMPs to support environmental stewardship 

throughout the Province. These projects are capital intensive and require significant contributions from producers. Numerous 

CAP Environmental Stewardship and Climate Change Program projects were supported in the SSR, with 29 unique grant 

recipients and 31 different projects. 

 

 

CAP: Agriculture and Food Sustainability Assurance Initiatives Program  

The Agriculture and Food Sustainability Assurance Initiatives Program supports industry associations and industry-led non-

profit assurance initiatives to develop and enhance sustainability certification or assurance systems. This support 

demonstrates the quality, safety and sustainability of products developed by producers and food companies. Some projects 

funded under this program are: 

 Provide training to support awareness and increase value chain uptake of frameworks to advance and recognize beef 
sustainability in Canada through a world-class operation-level certification programs.  

 Support Alberta's dairy industry in the implementation of the Dairy Farmers of Canada proAction initiative to increase 
awareness and support through education and services. 
 

17

14

Number of CAP Projects in 
the SSR in 2020-2021

Environmental Stewardship

Climate Change

307,400

158,000

SSR Project's Total 
Approved Dollars ($) in 

2020-2021

Environmental Stewardship

Climate Change

https://www.alberta.ca/southeast-alberta-conservation-offset-pilot.aspx
https://www.alberta.ca/southeast-alberta-conservation-offset-pilot.aspx
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In addition to CAP Programming, AFRED’s Agriculture Service Board program supports landowners by providing coaching 

and support to municipalities (primarily Agricultural Service Boards and Agricultural Fieldmen), on pest surveillance, legislative 

and resource management programming. In the SSR, there are 12 rural municipalities who receive the 2020-24 ASB Grant. In 

2020-21 they received $1,539,072 to deliver agriculture related legislation and $457,000 for resource management programs 

to support farmers and ranchers in making on-farm land management decisions. 

 

Outcome 4: Watersheds are managed to support healthy ecosystems and human needs through 
shared stewardship 

Strategic Direction:  Water is used as efficiently as possible to meet the current and future human and ecosystem needs. 
There is resiliency in the ability of the water management system to adapt to change over time. 

Alberta Environment and Parks (AEP) is the lead ministry for this outcome; however, AFRED provides a significant 

contribution to its efforts. The following table highlights some of AFRED’s contributions: 

 
Strategy 

 
AFRED Contribution Highlights 

4.4 Continue to increase knowledge and improve 

management of wetland areas within the region 

AFRED partners with the North American Waterfowl Management 
Plan (NAWMP) and provides support and insight through 
appointments on the NAWMP board and committees. NAWMP 
collaborates with landowners on wetland preservation and 
provides educational materials. 

4.5 Continue to increase knowledge and improve 
management of riparian lands within the region 

The Alberta Riparian Habitat Management Society (a.k.a. Cows 
and Fish) supports raising awareness about riparian health and 
management within communities and with individual producers. 

4.10 Continue to develop an optimized water 
management system in the region & 4.11 Continue to 
work towards the targets set within the Water for Life 
strategy with all sectors demonstrating best 
management practices to reach overall water 
efficiency and productivity improvements by 30 per 
cent from 2005 levels by 2015 

AFRED engages with irrigators and irrigation districts through the 
Irrigation Strategy. Details and results were discussed in Strategy 
1.2. 

4.12 Continue to develop approaches to address the 
climate variability found in the region 

AFRED delivers the Alberta Climate Information Services (ACIS) 
that tracks Alberta’s current weather from over 350 stations in 
near real time and provides historical climate data to support 
producers, resource managers, research and agri-businesses 
with reliable weather and climate information. 

 

Outcome 7: Aboriginal peoples are included in land-use planning. 

Strategic Direction:  To encourage aboriginal peoples’ participation in land-use planning and input to decision-making in 

recognition of the cultural and economic importance of land use to those aboriginal communities with constitutionally protected 

rights. This will provide both aboriginal communities and the Government of Alberta with a basis for better addressing current 

and potential land-use conflicts, in a manner supportive of aboriginal traditional uses, such as the exercise of treaty rights. 

 

STRATEGY 7.6. PROMOTING THE ECONOMIC, SOCIAL AND CULTURAL WELL-BEING OF ABORIGINAL COMMUNITIES 

The Blood Tribe Agricultural Project 

The Blood Tribe operates a business to grow, process and sell high quality timothy hay and alfalfa for export markets called 

Kainai Forage. Kainai Forage is one of the Blood Tribe’s largest non-government employers. Expansion of the business began 

in April 2019 with additional irrigation infrastructure, hay storage and processing capacity increases. In 2020-21, Kainai Forage 

received approval under the AFRED Value Added Products to Market CAP program to expand its processing capacity to enter 

new markets. This funding is anticipated to result in 15 permanent full-time jobs for Indigenous people. 

https://www.alberta.ca/agricultural-service-boards-program.aspx
https://abnawmp.ca/
https://abnawmp.ca/
https://cowsandfish.org/
http://agriculture.alberta.ca/acis/about.jsp
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Summary 

While there are six strategies specifically attributed to Agriculture in the SSRP, the contributions to other strategies within all 

three pillars (social, economic and environmental) cannot be overlooked. Regional plans are intended to ensure integration 

across all resource ministries and balance across economic, social and environmental pillars. This is because no resource 

sector falls solely under one pillar. They impact and influence across all three.  
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